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Page 49, Table 4, last line, sixth column, for “7.33” read “73.3.”
Page 150, line 6, second column, for “X20, X25” read “X20 X25.”
Page 152, line 20, for “early in the year” read “early in summer.”
Page 160, line 33, after “cited” add “in part.”
Page 170, table 4, column A, delete “p = 2/3.”
Page 174, table 8, column A, for “chromatin” read “chromatid.”
Page 176, lines 33 and 35, for “2r X” read “X/2r.”
Page 181, line 23, for “non-modal” read “non-nodal.”
Page 197, line 13, after “progressive” insert “and digressive.”
Page 229, line 4, heading of table 1, for “male in female” read “female in male”; for “female in male” read “male in female.”
Page 293, line 8, for “individual” read “cross”; for “individuals” read “crosses.”
Page 286, Figure 1, for “natural size” read “1/2 natural size.” Figures 6, 7, 8 for “5X” read “3.8X.”
Page 382, line 26, for “auto” read “allo”; for “allo” read “auto.”
Page 401, line 19, for “noted as being” read “noted being.”
Page 402, in heading for “X2” read “X2.”
Page 499, at end of line 7, insert “(Table 2).”
Page 500, line 37, for “383 Pr bm1” read “383 Bm1 Pr.”
Page 519, line 6, for “1927a” read “1927.”
Page 519, line 14, for “1927b” read “1927.”